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should pay sixpence on each chaldron la, and if " it shall be
found that any hostman hath delivered more coals than
according to his proportion for his rate set down, then there
shall be delivered forth of his money paid in by sixpence
upon a chaldron, sixteen pence upon every chaldron to every
one that shall have delivered fewer than according to his
proportion of his rate set down " x.
The logical outcome of the policy pursued by the New- Suspension
castle Hostmen was the complete suspension of mining
operations during a part of the year ; and the Dutch Wars
under Charles II. furnished the pretext and the occasion.
The coal trade was severely disorganized by the war, and
the power conferred by Parliament in 1665 on the London
authorities to establish maximum prices incensed the coal-
owners, who responded by an agreement not to produce any
more coal for the sea-borne trade during a fixed period 2. The
Government hastily issued a proclamation restoring a free
market, but the agreement was again revived the following
year. On the second occasion the owners sought to mitigate
the sufferings of their own workpeople by setting up an
unemployment fund which, though intended to meet a
temporary situation, has a special interest as among the
earliest of its kind. " And forasmuch as this Company doth
foresee that by reason of the laying in the works, as aforesaid,
the poor workpeople are like to come to extreme want, they
have likewise thought fit and it is hereby ordered that every
brother and sister of this Company shall . . . weekly pay . . . one
penny for each and every chaldron of coals . . . cleared at the
custom-house . . . during the time aforesaid, which sums so
received the stewards are to pay unto the respective coal-
owners to be by them distributed to the poor workpeople of
each respective colliery from whence the coals so cleared
shall come toward the relief of their present necessities " 3.
The hostility aroused by agreements for manipulating the
coal market found expression in an Act of Parliament (1710)
u The chaldrons on this page are Newcastle chaldrons.
.  t Records of the Hostmen, 72-74.    Some months later the amounts were
raised to is. and as. respectively : ibid. 74.    The total quantity was 14,000
tens (294,000 tons).   For the sixth combination (1637), see infra, pp.
* Infra, p. 146.	* Records of the Hostmen, 131 (1666),

